Membrane flickering of the human erythrocyte: constrained random walk used with Bayesian analysis.
The involvement of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) in erythrocyte (red blood cell; RBC) membrane flickering is of particular interest, because ATP turnover in the cell as a whole is not yet fully accounted for. We sought the origins of flickering by deriving a mathematical model of it, on the basis of the idea of thermally driven collisions of small molecules with the membrane, which responds like an over-damped spring. The model gave simulated responses that were similar to a constrained random walk and had the same frequency-spectral characteristics of membrane displacement as those recorded from RBCs by use of differential interference contrast light microscopy. Bayesian analysis was used as the basis for determination, from experimental results, of the values of the parameters in the model. The analysis was used in the accompanying article in which we investigated the response of membrane flickering to different effector molecules and physicochemical conditions. The results implied ATP was involved only indirectly in membrane flickering.